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Figure 4. Preliminary evaluation of potential temperature for
section running west from the central Weddell Sea toward

the Larsen Ice Shelf.

about 500 to 1,000 meters, as can the very cold
bottom water up against the ridge from stations 12
to 19. The slope of the isotherms near the bottom
is indicative of flow of the bottom water toward the
east.

Figure 4 shows the potential temperature for a

section running from station 24 in the central
Weddell Sea toward the Larsen Ice Shelf in the
west. Heavy pack ice in the west and the shortened
time allotted for the science program prevented
penetration to the continental shelf, as had been
planned. The very cold bottom water that was
found at stations 28 and 29 in the west indicates
that active bottom water formation may be taking
place farther west, probably in the vicinity of the
shelf break.

The current meters, which were moored near the
sea floor at stations 13, 16, and 21, were equipped
with acoustic releases that, it is hoped, will enable
the meters to be retrieved during the 1976 IWSOE.
The current meters record temperature and con-
ductivity as well as current speed and direction. In
this way we hope to monitor the flow of bottom
water out of the Weddell Sea for a whole year.

Sir George Deacon collaborated with the authot
in the physical oceanographic work. Robert Michel
was in charge of the tritium sampling program.
The technical group, under the direction of David
Muus, included James Costello, John Jain, H. Ros$
Kaye, and R. Alan Rowe. The aole assistance of the
captain and the crew of uscoc Glacier is gratefully
acknowledged. This work was supported by Na-
tional Science Foundation grant GA-41578.

F DRAKE, 1975

In January, February, and March 1975, three re-
search ships jointly studied aspects of the Drake
Passage-Scotia Sea oceanography. The project, en-
titled the First Dynamic Response and Kinematics
Experiment (F DRAKE), is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation Office for the International
Decade of Ocean Exploration. F DRAKE 15 a compo-
nent of the International Southern Ocean Studies
(National Academy of Sciences, 1974; Neal, 1974).

The vessels engaged in the experiment were RIV
Melville of Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
WV Conrad of Larnont-Doherty Geological Obser-
vatory, and the Argentine-operated ship ARA Islas
()rcadas (formerly USNS Eltanin).

The F DRAKE project has as primary goals.
(Neal. 1974) study of the detailed thermohaline and
chemical distribution of the waters of the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current and associated Polar Front
Zone within the Drake Passage and the western
Scotia Sea, and the long-term monitoring of water
temperature and flow by a current meter array in
the Drake Passage.

The following three articles present the accomp-
lishments of the three cruises.

--ARNOLD L. GORDON
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